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Foreword
Georgia, located at the crossroads of Europe and Asia, is a combination of uniqueness and diversity. The country, known as ”the cradle of
wine”, offers the Caucasus mountain range, Black Sea coastline, diverse climate and highly acclaimed mineral waters. There are stunning
national parks, UNESCO Heritage Sites, rich culture, delicious cuisine and famous Georgian hospitality.
From the architecture of Tbilisi’s Old Town to the vineyards of Kakheti; from the ancient stone towers of Svaneti to the beaches and nightlife
of Batumi, there is something inspiring, stimulating and exciting for everyone.
Ski the Caucasus Mountains (Europe’s highest mountain range) in the morning and relax at the Black Sea coast in the afternoon. Sample
the delicious Georgian cuisine and wine at a traditional “Supra” (feast), then relax in our natural saunas and spas.
Georgia has a unique welcoming culture which helps explain its world-famous hospitality. With its unique music, alphabet and language, as
well as many world-famous artists, Georgia will surprise and delight you at every turn.
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Executive Summary
Increased demand and hotel occupancy
During 2011-2014 the number of non-resident visitors in Georgia
increased annually by 27% on average. At the same time, the number of
international tourists1 experienced an average annual growth of 21%.
These figures peaked in 2014 reaching 5.5 million of total international
visitors and 2.2 million of international tourists2. Fast growth in demand,
coupled with slower hotel room growth (5% annually), resulted in
increased occupancy rates, especially in Tbilisi, where brand hotels are
now achieving an average occupancy of 75%.

few years several brands will open hotels in Georgia, including Rixos,
Intercontinental, Millennium, Hilton, Kempinski and Park Inn. Based on
the most likely scenario we expect the supply of international upscale
brand hotel rooms in total supply to increase by 3.4 times and
international midscale brand hotel rooms by only 1.7 times through to
2017.
Expected growth of occupancy rates for midscale international
brand hotels
2011-2013 years showed a dramatic y-o-y increase in international
visitors who stayed in Georgia 24 hours and more - 24%, 36% and 15%
respectively. In 2014, the growth rate declined to 8% and the total number
of travellers amounted to over 2.2 million.
We expect stabilized 8-10% growth of international tourists during the
next five years. Based on this forecast and the most likely scenario of
future supply we assume that occupancy rates for middle class hotels3 will
increase by around 2-3% in 2015 and after a slight decrease in 20162017 will stabilize at around 65%-70% annually.
As ADR is not expected to change significantly, we see an opportunity to
develop middle class brand hotels (with ADR of USD 80-120) in Tbilisi,
which will compete with local non-brand hotels and also make competition
among existing international brand hotels tougher.

Neighbours comprise the largest share in visitors to Georgia
Most non-resident visitors to Georgia come from Turkey, Azerbaijan,
Armenia and Russia. In 2013 the number of non-resident visitors grew
significantly from Belarus – 48%, Kazakhstan 34%, Poland - 25%,
Azerbaijan - 19%, Ukraine – 13%. Turkey and Iran have declining
patterns. In consideration of the latest growth trends and the trade
agreement signed with the EU, we predict growth of international tourists
from Europe.
Demand in MICE segment to grow
In June of 2014, the Association Agreement between Georgia and the
European Union was signed. This agreement aims to expand political and
economic relations between these two parties, and to gradually integrate
Georgia into the European Union’s internal market. The Association
Agreement includes the set up of a Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade
Area (DCFTA), which is a core part of the accord. During the next few
years we expect significant growth in the MICE segment, while numerous
workshops and conferences will be organized in the framework to
implement the Association Agreement.

Attractive performance indicators
According to UNWTO, Georgia has one of the highest growth rates of
international tourist arrivals during last three years among European
countries. Georgia was the fourth country in Europe by the growth rate of
international tourist arrivals in 2013 after Iceland, Bosnia & Herzegovina
and Greece. In 2012 Georgia occupied the first position in the region,
amounting 35.7% annual growth.
Although Georgia has one of the lowest figures for international tourism
receipts per capita among selected countries, it has the highest growth
rate during recent years. The average y-o-y growth rate in Georgia
amounted 28% during 2010-2013.
Middle class hotels3 in Tbilisi have better performance indicators than
several eastern European cities like Riga, Bucharest, Vilnius and Zagreb,
where average daily rate and average occupancy rates for selected cities
are respectively 10% and 8% less than the same figures for Tbilisi.

Tbilisi and Adjara region – top suppliers of hotel rooms in Georgia
During 2014, the total number of hotel rooms in Georgia reached 16,786.
The Adjara Region (including Batumi and other sea resorts) has biggest
share of supply – 23%, followed by the capital of the country with 21%.
These regions will stay on top of supply as the vast majority of announced
future projects are in Tbilisi and Batumi.
Optimistic hotel pipeline and possible gap in midscale brand hotels
As of the end of 2014, seven international hotel brands (Sheraton,
Radisson, Marriott, Courtyard by Marriott, Holliday Inn, Citadines apart
hotel and Best Western) are represented in the Tbilisi hotel market. The
share of international upscale brand hotel rooms in Tbilisi is only 11% and
international midscale brands occupy 17% of total supply. During the next

1 Number
2

of international arrivals excluding same-day visitors
Tourist is a person, who stays for more than 24 hours
midscale brand hotels together with local upscale/middle class hotels

3 International
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G & A Logistics, Tbilisi

Georgia – Country Profile
Introduction
Georgia is located between Asia and Europe and occupies a land area of 69,700
sq. km. It neighbours Turkey to the southwest, Azerbaijan to the east, Russia to the
north and Armenia to the south.
Georgia declared independence on 9 April 1991, following the dissolution of the
Soviet Union.
Economy
Georgia achieved robust economic growth between 2003-2014, averaging 6.3
percent annually, following structural reforms that stimulated capital inflows and
investment. The reforms helped to improve the business environment,
strengthened public finances, upgraded infrastructure facilities and liberalized trade.
Growth was also supported by increased foreign direct investments (FDI) and was
driven by capital accumulation and sound use of excess capacity rather than by net
job creation, with productivity gains concentrated mainly in the non-tradable
sectors. GDP per capita increased from $919 in 2003 to $3,763 in 2014 (in current
prices, 2014 - preliminary data). GDP growth rate amounted to 4.7% in 2014.
According to IMF, Georgia has one of the highest forecasted GDP growth rates
among Eastern European countries and its neighbors during 2014-2015. Major
foreign investors in Georgia include: BP, Socar, Heidelberg Cement, RAKIA Group
and MAF.

•Income Tax (20%)
•Profit Tax (corporate tax 20% has been reduced to 15%)
•Excise
•Property Tax (1%)
•Customs Tax (0%, 5% or 12%)
These improvements have made Georgia one of the most attractive tax regimes
globally. In 2009, Forbes Magazine designated Georgia as the “4th Least TaxBurdened Country”.
Since 2008 Georgia has initiated and concluded Avoidance of Double Taxation
Agreements with its major trade partners. Currently, Georgia has 46 active
agreements. Additional reforms are projected to decrease tax rates even further in
the next few years.
Population
The Georgian population is approximately 4.49 million. This figure has grown since
2006 by 2%. About 54% of the total population lives in urban areas and the
urbanization rate has been increasing since 2006.
83.8% of the Georgian population are Georgians by ethnic origin. The second
largest share - 6.5% are Azeri, followed by Armenians – 5.7% and Russians –
1.5%.

GDP growth forecasts, 2014-2015
Government
Georgia is a democratic, Presidential-Parliamentary republic whereby the President
is the Head of State and the Prime Minister is the Head of Government.
As a result of the presidential elections held on October 27, 2013, Giorgi
Margvelashvili was elected as the president from the coalition "Georgian Dream”.
The new cabinet of ministers was established in November, headed by Irakli
Gharibashvili.
According to the declared strategy, joining the EU and NATO are among the
country's top foreign policy objectives.

6%
5%
4%
3%

2%
1%
0%
-1%

Tax system
To enhance Georgia’s Investment & Business Climate, the Government has
dramatically overhauled its tax system since 2004. By implementing a liberal reform
agenda, Georgia has simplified its processes and has reduced the number of taxes
from 21 in 2004 to only 6 today.
•Value Added Tax (from 20% has been reduced to 18%)

-2%
2014

Source: www.imf.org (World Economic Outlook-October 2014)
Key Socio-Economic
Indicators
Area
Population 2014
Capital
Currency (code)
GDP at current prices, mil.
USD
GDP - Real Growth Rate
GDP - Per Capita 2013
Inflation rate (12 months
average)
Unemployment rate
Total exports (mln. USD)FOB
Total imports (mln. USD)CIF
Trade surplus/deficit 2013
(mln. USD) FOB-CIF
Exchange rate - USD/GEL
Exchange rate - EUR/GEL

2010

2011

2012

2013

11,636

14,438

15,846

16,140

16,890*

6.2%
$2,623

7.2%
$3,231

6.4%
$3,523

3.3%
$3,600

4.7%*
$3,763*
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2014F
69 700 sq. km
4.49 mln
Tbilisi
Lari (GEL)

3.1%

7.1%

8.5%

-0.9%

-0.5%

16.3%

15.1%

15%

14.6%

N/A

$1,677

$2,189

$2,375

$2,908

$2,861*

$5,257

$7,058

$7,902

$7,885

$8,596*

(3,580)

(4,869)

(5,527)

(4,977)

(5,735)*

1.7826

1.6860

1.6513

1.6634

1.7659

2.3644

2.3473

2.1232

2.2094

2.3462

*Preliminary data, Source: www.geostat.ge www.nbg.ge www.imf.org
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Georgia – Country Profile
Recent Developments
In June of 2014, the Association Agreement between Georgia and the
European Union was signed. This agreement aims to expand political and
economic relations between Georgia and the European Union and to gradually
integrate Georgia into the European Union’s internal market.
Georgia’s international ratings has been revised In 2014:
•
Standard & Poor’s: BB- Stable (Affirmed in May 2014)
•
Moody’s: Ba3 Positive (Affirmed in August 2014)
•
Fitch Rating: BB- Positive (Affirmed in October 2014)
The Heritage Foundation ranked Georgia the 22nd among 178 countries in
Economic Freedom Ranking.
In the World Bank’s “Ease of Doing Business Index 2014”, Georgia ranks 15th
out of the surveyed 189 economies. In the same ranking in 2006 Georgia held
the 100th position.
According to the Global Peace Index (GPI) issued by Institute for Economics
and Peace (IEP) in 2015, Georgia is fourth safest country in the World.
Business and Investment Environment
Georgian government efforts to reduce corruption in public and private sectors
have significantly improved Georgia’s ranking in the World Bank’s Doing
Business Survey. By the latest survey it stands on 15th position among 189
countries. Georgia ranks as 1st in property registration, 3rd in dealing with
construction permits, 5th in starting a business and 7th in getting the credit.
Among transitional economies, Georgia has improved its ranking in the
Corruption Perception Index from 85 to 50 in the years 2002-2005. The
Georgian tax system was simplified, customs duties were reduced and
procedures for granting licenses and permits were simplified. According to
Forbes, Georgia was ranked as 4th least tax burden country in 2008.
At present Georgia enjoys free trade agreement with Turkey and nearly all CIS
countries. Georgia is eligible for Most Favored Nation (MFN) treatment from all
the WTO member states and is the member of WTO since 2000. Georgia has
been granted a Generalized Scheme of Preferences (GSP) treatment by the
following countries: the EU, the USA, Japan, Canada, Switzerland and Norway.
The Association Agreement between Georgia and the European Union, signed
in June 2014, includes the setting up of a Deep and Comprehensive Free
Trade Area (DCFTA). The DCFTA has been enacted since September 2014,
therefore products or services produced in Georgia can freely access to the EU
market with more than 500 million consumers. DCFTA will contribute to
economic growth, integration with world markets and global supply chains, and
will open new prospects for Georgia and for entrepreneurs doing business in
our country.
In 2015, the Government of Georgia began negotiations on signing the Free
trade Agreement with the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) that unities
Switzerland, Norway, Island and Lichtenstein. After the signing an agreement
with the EFTA, market of high purchasing value will open for the Georgian
products and services that unities 4 countries and more that 13 million
customers.

As an alternative to litigation, Georgia allows for third party arbitration. Georgian
law also allows foreign companies to include provisions in their contracts
(including those with Georgian entities) that allow for arbitration by international
arbitration institutions.
Infrastructure & Transport
Iceberg Poti
Located on the shortest route between Europe and Asia, Georgia’s transport
system is a key link in the historic “Silk Road.”
It is believed that long-term growth will stem from Georgia’s role as a transit
state for pipelines. Three pipelines currently exist:
•
The Baku-Supsa pipeline (GPC-Georgian Pipeline Company) runs 814
km from Baku to Supsa (444 km in Azerbaijan and 370 km in Georgia) and
transports "early oil" from the Caspian Sea region.
•
The Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan (BTC) oil pipeline extends 1,750 km across
Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey and is designed to transport up to one
million barrels of Azeri oil per day. The oil is transported via Georgia to the
Turkish port of Ceyhan.
•
The South Caucasus Pipeline (SCP) System project was completed in
late 2006. The initial capacity of the pipeline is 8.8 billion cubic meters
(bcm) of gas per year and, after 2017, its capacity could be expanded to 20
bcm per year. As part of the transit payment, Georgia will receive 5% of the
volume of natural gas transited from Azerbaijan to Turkey. One of the main
partner and operator of the project is BP.
Four airports with a total capacity of 3,100 passengers per hour, serve the
country in Tbilisi, Batumi, Kutaisi and Mestia. The total length of railway
amounts 1,612 km, with capacity of 3.3 million passengers per year and the
length of roadways amounts 19,109 km. Completion of the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars
(BTK) railway in 2015 will also stimulate advancement of Georgian Railway.
Major sea ports are located in Poti and Batumi. The Government of Georgia
strives to enhance port infrastructure. For this purpose, particular importance is
attached to the construction of the new Deep Sea port in Anaklia. Construction
of the new port is strategically important and shall result in significant increase
in cargo turnover through Georgia.
Energy
Georgia has a developed, stable and reliable energy sector but efforts are
required to improve the efficiency in domestic energy use. The most promising
source of additional energy generation is hydropower and the Government is
focused on securing private investments for the construction of new hydropower
stations.
In 2012 9.694 billion kWh was produced in Georgia and consumption amounted
9.379 billion kWh.
With a large number of planned investments in energy sector it is expected that
Georgia will be fully energy self-sufficient by the year 2020.

Rankings on the ease of doing business
70

Legal System
The Constitution, adopted in 1995, sets out the structure of the national
government as well as its powers and functions. The powers of government are
divided into three branches – legislative, executive and judicial.
The court system in Georgia has three branches: Courts of First Instance
(District or City Courts), Appellate Courts and the Supreme Court. First Instance
Courts have jurisdiction over all civil, criminal and administrative cases.
Decisions from First Instance Courts may be appealed to the Appellate Courts
and, from there, to the Supreme Court.
The Constitutional Court of Georgia is the sole organ of constitutional
jurisdiction of Georgia.
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Tourism in Georgia
Main Destinations
Tbilisi and Batumi
Tbilisi and Batumi are the most visited destinations in Georgia attracting
85% of total visitors and supplying 57% of total hotel rooms. Infrastructure
is quite well developed including international airports and railroad stations
in both cities.
There are other main tourism destinations in Georgia, some of them
having great potential to develop.
Summer Resorts
A number of summer resorts located along the Black Sea coast offer
visitors leisure and recreation tourism. The main destinations in this
segment are:
Batumi – attractive for leisure, entertainment, gambling, business and
adventure purposes.
Kobuleti, Gonio, Kvariati, Ureki, Shekvetili and Anaklia – leisure and
healthcare.
Winter Resorts
Three main winter resorts of Bakuriani, Gudauri and Mestia(Hatsvali) are
located in different parts of Georgia. The development of Beshumi, a
winter resort in the Adjara region, has also been announced. All of the
winter resorts are popular not only for international visitors but also for
Georgians.

Destination Leisure Zones
Several different leisure zones are represented in Georgia including the
Kakheti region, Kazbegi, Borjomi, and Tskaltubo. A few major hotel
developments have been started in recent years and some remain in the
pipeline. Stated regions do not lose attractiveness for domestic tourism
while they are within approximately two hours drive of Tbilisi.
Kakheti – is main wine producing region of Georgia offering visitors
leisure, historical, wine, and adventure tourism all around the year. The
main cities of the region (Telavi, Sighnaghi, Kvareli) are recently
refurbished and attract increasing numbers of visitors. Tusheti is one of
the most beautiful parts of the Caucasus Range, close to Kahketi
region, and is the most visited hiking destination of Georgia.
Kazbegi – a small town in the north of Georgia, popular for trekking in
the spectacular surrounding mountains, its views of the mighty Mount
Kazbegi(5,047m above sea leve), and for the beautiful view from the
town of the Holy Trinity Church outlined against Mount Kazbegi itself.
Kazbegi is approximately 160 kilometers drive from Tbilisi.
Regional Business Destinations
Kutaisi, Poti and Rustavi are the main business destinations after Tbilisi
and Batumi. However the hotel market is quite undeveloped in these cities.
Poti - is a port city in Georgia, located on the eastern Black Sea coast
in the region of Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti in the west of the country.
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Bakuriani - Bakuriani is a ski resort in the Borjomi district at 2.5 hours
drive from Tbilisi. It is located on the northern slope of the Trialeti
Range at an elevation of 1,700 meters above sea level. Besides skiing,
it is also one of the most popular resorts for Georgian families during
the summer months because of the fresh air.
Mestia - is the administrative centre of Svaneti and a good place to
become acquainted with the unique culture of the region. Mestia is 250
km drive from Kutaisi – the nearest international airport. The resort is
attractive for ski tourism in winter and for hiking in summer. It is one of
the most beautiful places in Georgia with picturesque views of the
Caucasus Mountains and ancient Svanetian Towers.
Gudauri - is a ski resort located on the southern slopes of The Greater
Caucasus Mountain Range in Georgia. The resort is situated in
the Stepantsminda District, along the Georgian Military Highway near
the Cross Pass, at an elevation of 2,196 meters above sea level.
Gudauri lies 120 km to the north of Tbilisi. The trip from Tbilisi to
Gudauri usually takes approximately two hours by car. The total length
of ski lifts in Gudauri amounts to around 10 km. The resort offers high
quality skiing opportunities, including free ride and heli-skiing.
Goderdzi and Tetnuldi ski resorts are under construction and will be
ready to start operating for the 2015-2016 winter season.

Built near the site of the ancient Greek colony of Phasis and deriving its
name from the same, the city has become a major port city and
industrial centre since the early 20th century. It is also home to a main
naval base and the headquarters of the Georgian navy. Adjacent to the
Poti port area is the RAKIA owned Free Industrial Zone. Which is
operated by international container terminal operating company, APM
Terminals, since 2011.
Kutaisi – Kutaisi is the second largest city of Georgia located in the
centre of Imereti region on both banks of the River Rioni. The
foundation of Kutaisi can be traced back more than 3,500 years. The
construction of Kopitnari International Airport (Kutaisi) was finished in
September 2012, with total capacity 500 passengers per hour. Its
opening was marked by the launch of flights by the low-cost carrier
(LCC) Wizz Air with direct flights from Kutaisi to Kiev, Budapest, Vilnius,
Warsaw and Katowice.
Rustavi – Rustavi is small city located 25 km southeast from Tbilisi with
a total population of 122,900 The city is dominated by the Rustavi
Metallurgical and Nitrogen plants located in the area. Several years
ago, the country’s main car market was transferred from Tbilisi to
Rustavi and several administration buildings were constructed at the
same place. Rustavi became the only location for Tbilisi and its
catchment area to obtain a driving license.

Georgia - Demand
Arrival of non-resident visitors in Georgia (2005-2014 )
5,392 5,493

6000

Thousands

The government has promoted tourism in Georgia as a priority
business sector during the last few years. A comparison of global
growth rates and that of Georgia show that, in the past five years,
international arrivals in Georgia increased considerably faster than
the rest of the world. Even during the global financial crisis of 2008,
arrivals to Georgia increased by 23%.

Arrivals of non-resident visitors in Georgia
Arrivals of non-resident visitors in Georgia have been growing since
2005. During the last ten years the number of visitors has increased
about ten times, reaching its maximum - 5,493,492 - in 2014. In
2014, total number of visitors increased by 2% compared to the last
year.
2011-2013 years showed a dramatic y-o-y increase of international
visitors who stayed in Georgia 24 hours and more - 24%, 36% and
15% respectively. During 2014, almost 2,2 million non-resident
travelers arrived in Georgia (7.4% more than same figure in 2013).
Stabilized 8-10% growth in international tourists during the next five
years is expected.
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Source: Georgian National Tourism Agency

Arrivals of non-resident visitors in Georgia by citizenship
The top five countries of visitor origin are Turkey, Armenia, Ukraine,
Azerbaijan, and Russia. From 2005 to 2011 the number of visitors
from the top three countries was about the same, but in 2011 there
was a boost from Turkey (108%). Recently, a growing trend can be
seen from Belarus, Kazakhstan, Poland, Azerbaijan and Ukraine.
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Second tier countries by arrivals to Georgia
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Georgia - Demand

Visitors accommodation 2013
Other

Accommodation requirements of non-resident visitors in Georgia
Around 60% of visitors to Georgia stay in hotel-type accommodation and
rented apartments. The main share stays in hotels, which host 43% of total
foreign visitors. Quite a big portion – 34% stay in private home or with a
friend/relative. This is mainly visiting Georgians who are currently living
abroad.

6%

Campsite or trailer
park

3%

Private
Home/Apartment

5%

Rented Apartment

7%

Guesthouse/Hostel

Purpose of visit in Georgia
The major part of non-resident visits to Georgia is for recreational purposes
– representing 37% of arrivals. Tourists arriving to visit relatives and friends
also account for a big share (26%). 4% traveled for business or professional
purposes. Other frequently observed reasons to visit include shopping (9%)
and health and medical care (2%).
The largest share of expenses incurred by visitors is on vacation spend,
business/professional activities and shopping.

10%

Private Home of a
Friend/Relative

34%

Hotel

43%

Source: Georgian National Tourism Agency

Most visited destinations
80%

Given its geographical location, Georgia has the potential to establish itself
as a transit corridor, which was reflected in the increased share of tourists
arriving for transit purposes during the last year (up from 9% to 17%).

70%
60%
50%

86% of total non-resident visitors in Georgia comes from land, 12%-from Air
and 1% from railway and sea. It is worth mentioning, that the number of
visitors by air has positive growth trend, while land travelers do not grow
significantly. Sarpi represents main border of incoming visitors, 28% of total
visitors come into Georgia from this direction.

40%
69.8%
30%
45.8%

20%

40.8%

39%

10%
0%
Tbilisi

Svaneti

Total

Batumi
Holiday, Leisure, Recreation

Source: Georgian National Tourism Agency

Main purpose to visit Georgia 2013

Other
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country

17%
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Source: Georgian National Tourism Agency

Number of incoming visitors by border type
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2013
Air (RHS)

2014*

Georgia - Supply
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Thousands

Tbilisi and Batumi provide the most hotel accommodation, with 21% and
15% of total rooms in Georgia.

Supply of rooms and beds in Georgia

Thousands

The supply of rooms and beds in Georgia has been growing by
approximately the same amount over the past few years. The biggest growth
was in 2012 when the supply of rooms grew by 8% and the supply of beds
by 9%.
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Source: Colliers International, National Statistics Office of Georgia

Supply of number of rooms in hotels in Georgia by
regions (2013)
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The rest of
Georgia
64%
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15%

Tbilisi, Freedom Square

Source: Colliers International, National Statistics Office of Georgia
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International Benchmark
Comparative analysis (ADR, 2014)
Performance indicators
Tbilisi has better performance indicators than for selected Eastern
European cities for International midscale brand hotels and local
upscale/middle class hotels. The average ADR for selected Eastern
European cities is EUR 69 – 10% less than the same figure in Tbilisi.

€ 78
€ 76
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€ 72
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€ 66
€ 64
€ 62
€ 60
€ 58
€ 56

International tourist visits1
According to the UNWTO Georgia has one of the highest growth
rates of international tourist arrivals during 2011-2013 among
European countries. Georgia was the fourth country in Europe by the
growth rate of international tourist arrivals in 2013 after Iceland,
Bosnia & Herzegovina and Greece. In 2012, Georgia occupied the
first position in the region with 35.7% annual growth.

Riga

Bucharest
Riga

International tourism receipts per capita2
Although Georgia has one of the lowest figures for international
tourism receipts per capita among selected countries, it has the
highest growth rate during recent years. The average y-o-y growth
rate in Georgia amounted 28% during 2010-2013.

Bucharest

Vilnius
Vilnius

Zagreb
Zagreb

Tbilisi*

Tbilisi*

Source: Colliers International
*Performance indicators of International midscale Brands and Local
Upscale/Middle Brands were analyzed in case of Tbilisi, to present
comparable data.

International tourist visits y-o-y growth rates
40%
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Georgia
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Source: World Tourism Organization (UNWTO) ©
1 International tourist arrivals at frontiers (excluding same-day visitors)
* International tourist arrivals at collective tourism establishments, 2013 - provisional figure

International tourism receipts per capita (million USD)
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2013

Slovak Republic*

Estonia

Georgia

Tbilisi – Tourism Profile
Population

1,175,200

Population Density

2398.4 person/sq.km

City Area

490 sq. km

Number of Local Hotels

137

Number of International
Brand Hotels

7 (Upscale Brands – Radisson, Tbilisi Marriott
Midscale Brands – Holiday Inn, Courtyard Marriott, Citadines
apart’ hotel, Best Western Tbilisi, Sheraton Metekhi Palace)

Main tourist
destinations

Old Tbilisi, Sulfur Baths, Narikala Fortress, Tbilisi Botanical
Garden, Freedom Square, Opera and Ballet Theater, Sameba
Church, Tbilisi Concert Hall, Mtatsminda, Georgian National
Museum, Giorgi Chitaia Ethnographical Museum - The Open Air
Museum.

Infrastructural facilities

Tbilisi International Airport (total capacity 2,000 passengers per
hour), Tbilisi Railway Station, Underground

Tbilisi is one of the largest cities in the Caucasus as well as one of
the largest in Eastern Europe, with a population of 1.2 million. Tbilisi
accounts for over 25% of the national population. It is the industrial,
cultural and social centre of Georgia. Spread over a 490.6 square
kilometre area, Tbilisi is one of the few places on the planet where a
synagogue and mosque are located next to each other. Despite an
overwhelmingly orthodox Christian resident population, Tbilisi
generously accommodates diverse cultures, religions and ethnicities.

well as Best Western Tbilisi. Other major projects have been
announced (Intercontinental, Hilton Garden Inn) and some of them
under construction (Millennium, Rixos, Park Inn by Radisson).

The city generates 52% of the country’s economic output, and
accounts for most of the formal employment. Larger incomes in
Tbilisi compared with the rest of Georgia, boosts spending on
recreation and culture as well as restaurants and hotels.

On July 15, 2014 local government elections were held in Tbilisi. Due
to this fact there is a transition period in City Hall and the new
government will establish city development plans in the near future.

Existing international hotel brands in Tbilisi are Sheraton, Radisson,
Marriot, Courtyard Marriot and Holiday Inn, Citadines apart' hotel as
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The city is actively developing its tourism sector. Thanks to low taxes
and a favourable climate for investors, Tbilisi is ranked among the
top five European cities by the EBA (European Business
Association) Attractiveness of Investment index.

The number of hotel guests in Tbilisi has been growing over the years, with
the only exception being 2008, when it declined by 8% compared to the
previous year. The main cause of the decline was because of the conflict
between Georgia and Russia in August 2008. The share of business
travellers as a proportion of the total number of hotel guests has been
declining in recent years. It has dropped from 69% in 2008 to 37% in 2013,
despite the fact, that absolute number of business travellers has increased.
Big share of international visitors to Tbilisi are business travellers, who have
demand on International Brand Hotels. Tourists mainly have demand for
economy class boutique hotels, which are cheap and have favourable
location, mainly in Old Tbilisi.

Thousands

Demand: Number of hotel guests

Tbilisi Hotel Market Overview

700
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The number of accommodation units in Tbilisi has increased by 17 from
2013 to 2014, adding 555 new rooms and 1,385 beds. In 2015, the
construction of five new hotels will be completed, which will increase supply
by 484 rooms. Biggest share (38%) in room supply in Tbilisi is Local
Budget/ Economy Class, next comes Local Upscale and Middle Class
hotels with 35%, International Upscale and Midscale Brands occupy 10%
and 17% respectively.
The highest occupancy rate in Tbilisi is in International Midscale Brand
hotels (75%), with the average occupancy in International Upscale Brand
hotels at 74%.
The ADR ranking is vice versa, it is highest for International Upscale hotels
(203 USD), with International Midscale hotels at 127 USD.
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Source: Colliers International,
Georgian National Tourism Agency
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Tbilisi: Main Existing and Planned Hotels
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Operator

Undefined Operator
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Stars

Number of rooms

Completion date

5

216

H2 2016

5

255

H1 2016

5

90

H1 2016

5

200

H2 2016

5

200

H2 2016

5

170

H2 2018

5

165

N/A

5

170

N/A

3-5

919

2015 - 2019

Batumi – Tourism Profile
Population

180,000

Population Density

2,900/sq.km

City Area

64.9 sq. km

Number of Local
Hotels

97

Number of
International Brand
Upscale and Midscale

2 (Upscale Brands – Radisson, Sheraton)

Hotels
Piazza Square, Batumi Dolphinarium, Theatre Square,

Georgian Orthodox Cathedral of the Mother of God, Batumi
Neptune Square, Botanical Garden, Batumi Mosque, Batumi
Armenian Church, Church of the Holy Spirit, Saint Barbara
Main tourist

Church, Saint Nicholas Church, Alphabet Tower, Batumi

destinations

“Acropolis”, Dancing Fountains, Miracle Park, Batumi
Archeological Museum, Aqua Park, Panoramic Wheel,
Astronomical Clock, Colonnades, 6 May Park, Adjara State Art
Museum, Batumi Boulevard, Europe Square, Synagogue,
Education and Culture Museum, Khariton Akhvlediani Museum

Infrastructural

Batumi International Airport, Maxinjauri Railway Station,

Facilities

Minibus, Batumi Sea Port

Adjara is one of the most beautiful parts of Georgia. It is the most
southwestern region of the country, located near the border with
Turkey. Its administrative centre is Batumi. Batumi seaport is
Georgia's main sea gateway. In the south, Adjara borders with
Turkey; in the west and northwest it is flanked by the Black Sea.
In Georgia, especially in Adjara, there are unique natural conditions
for the development of all types of tourism. Adjara is famous for sun
and beach tourism as well as for ecotourism (rural tourism) and
entertainment.
Today, Batumi is a fast-growing tourist region. Batumi has undergone
serious changes and reforms, significantly improving its worldwide
image and making its investment climate more attractive to foreign
investors. The hospitality market in Batumi is developing as the inflow
of foreign visitors, businessmen and delegations increases at a fast
pace, which is attracting well-known international hotel chains.
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Currently two international upscale brand hotels are present in
Batumi: Radisson and Sheraton. Other major branded hotels are
under construction, including Grand Rixos Hotel, Hilton and Holiday
Inn.
Today Batumi has become a distinguished tourist center on the Black
Sea. Recent years have seen unprecedented measures taken to
develop and encourage the development of the tourist market. The
residential houses of Old Batumi have been reconstructed; water
supply and drainage systems have been totally restored and
renovated. Many tourist attractions have been created and
international brand hotels have opened. Batumi has become a centre
of cultural events and international gatherings. Concerts attract the
participation of world celebrities and the city hosts international
festivals in art and sports. Batumi is distinguished by its abundance of
diverse architectural buildings, which give the city a vibrant
atmosphere.

Demand: Number of hotel guests
Thousands

Batumi Hotel Market Overview
The number of hotel guests in Batumi has been constantly growing since
2009, but came to halt last year.
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The number of accommodation units in Batumi has increased by 29, from
2013 to 2014, adding 873 new rooms and 1,772 beds. In 2015 construction
of 6 new hotels will be completed, which will increase supply by 835 rooms.
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The highest occupancy rate in Batumi is in local upscale and middle class
hotels (54%), with international upscale brand hotels at 40%.
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Source: Colliers International, Georgian National Tourism Agency

The highest ADR is in international upscale hotels (139 USD), local upscale
and middle hotels at 90 USD. This is probably because of higher prices in
international upscale hotels.
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Local Upscale and Middle Class

Batumi: Main Existing and Planned Hotels
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Number of rooms

Completion date
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5
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The main summer resorts in Georgia consist of the following Black Sea coast
cities: Kobuleti, Gonio, Kvariati, Sarphi, Chakvi, Anaklia and Ureki.

Demand: Number of hotel guests
Thousands

Summer Resorts Hotel Market Overview
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Kobuleti is a seaside resort on the coast of the Black Sea. It is annually
visited by tourists, mostly from former Soviet Union countries. The vast
majority of Kobuleti visitors are from Armenia.
Gonio, Kvariati and Sarphi are next to Batumi in the direction of the GeorgiaTurkey border. The Gonio fortress dates from the 1st century AD. Sarpi is the
main land border between Georgia and Turkey.
From 2009 to 2012, numbers were increasing, but in 2013 the number of
hotel guests declined by 4%.
The total number of accommodation units in these cities is 82, which has
grown by nine since 2013. The total number of rooms and beds supplied is
2,399 and 6,264 respectively. In 2014 the number of rooms has grown by
25% compared to 2013 data, with the number of beds having grown by 31%.
Approximately 21% of total room supply is in upscale and middle class hotels.
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Kobuleti and Chakvi are the most occupied of Georgia’s summer resorts
(21%), but are last by ADR. The leading resort area by ADR is Gonio, Kvariati
and Sarpi 62USD.
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Occupancy rate in summer resorts 2014
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Ureki, Shekvetili, Grigoleti
Anaklia

Thanks to its mountainous character Georgia offers various winter resorts, of
which the main are: Gudauri, Bakuriani and Mestia.
Gudauri is a ski resort, located on the southern slopes of the Caucasus
Mountain Range at an elevation of 2,196 metres above sea level. The town is
120 km from Tbilisi. The resort offers high quality skiing opportunities. It is
above the tree line and is considered to be avalanche-safe. Heli-skiing is also
available in Gudauri. From December 2014 Gudauri has artificial snow, so the
skiing season will last from December to April.
Bakuriani is a ski resort in the Borjomi district. It is located on northern slope
of the Trialeti Mountain Range, at an elevation of 1,700 metres above sea
level. The highest mountain in Bakuriani used for skiing is Kokhta, which is
2,200 metres above sea level.

Demand: Number of hotel guests
Thousands

Winter Resorts Hotel Market Overview
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There are a total of 144 accommodation units registered in winter resorts,
which supply 2,056 rooms and 5,127 beds. The number of accommodation
units, rooms and beds has grown 7%, 11% and 7% respectively.
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Mestia(Hatsvali) is a relatively new ski resort in Georgia. It has only two skiing
slopes for now, but the climate in Svaneti gives it potential to grow and
become one of the best ski resorts in Georgia.
The number of hotel guests visiting Georgia’s winter resorts has been
constantly growing. The biggest (133%) increase was in 2011, because the
number of guests visiting Mestia increased about 14 times.
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The lead resort by both ADR and occupancy rate is Gudauri (78USD, 44%),
second comes Mestia (58USD, 39%) and last is Bakuriani (58USD, 34%).
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Goderdzi and Tetnuldi ski resorts are being developed and will be ready to
receive visitors by 2015-2016 winter season.
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Mestia

Bakuriani

Destination Hotel Market Overview

Mtskheta, one of the oldest cities of Georgia, is located approximately 20
kilometres north of Tbilisi at the confluence of the Aragvi and Mtkvari rivers.
Mtskheta is one of the oldest continuously inhabited cities in the world. The
city (population 19,423 as of January 1, 2008) is now the administrative centre
of the Mtskheta-Mtianeti region. Due to its historical significance and
numerous ancient monuments, the "Historical Monuments of Mtskheta"
became a UNESCO World Heritage Site in 1994.
Telavi is the main city and administrative centre of Kakheti, Georgia’s eastern
province. The city is 500-800 metres above sea level. Lopota Resort and
Chateau Mere are among the main hotels in the Telavi region. Telavi has
undergone infrastructural refurbishment in past years.
Kvareli is a town in northeastern Kakheti, near the foothills of the Greater
Caucasus Mountains. Kakheti is the wine-producing region of Georgia and the
town itself is known for its Kindzmarauli wine. Infrastructure in Kvareli has
been refurbished in past years.

Demand: Number of hotel guests

Thousands

Destination hotels are considered to be hotels which are about a two hour
drive from the capital, Tbilisi, which are in: Telavi, Kvareli, Sighnaghi, Kazbegi,
Borjomi, Mtskheta and Tskaltubo.
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Sighnaghi is a town in Kakheti and is the administrative centre of the
Sighnaghi Municipality. It is one of the smallest towns in Georgia with
population of 2,146 as of the 2002 census. Sighnaghi and its environs are also
known for their landscape and historical monuments. Sighnaghi has recently
undergone a fundamental reconstruction and has become an important centre
of Georgia’s tourist industry.

3,000

120

Stepantsminda (former Kazbegi) is a small town in the Mtskheta-mtianeti
region. It is the centre of Kazbegi Municipality. Stepantsminda is known for its
scenic location in the Greater Caucasus Mountains and is a main centre for
trekkers and mountain climbing. Local attractions include the Kazbegi Museum
and Ethnographic Museum, Gergeti Trinity Church, Mount Kazbegi itself and
the forests of the surrounding Kazbegi Nature Reserve. The Rooms Hotel
Kazbegi is the only high quality hotel in the area.

500

Borjomi is a resort town in south-central Georgia with a population estimated
at 14,445. It is one of the districts of the Samtskhe-Javakheti region and is
situated in the northwestern part of the region in the picturesque Borjomi
Gorge on the eastern edge of the Borjomi-Kharagauli National Park. The town
is famous for its mineral water industry (which is a major export of Georgia),
the Romanov Summer Palace in Likani and the Borjomi-Kharagauli National
Park. Borjomi mineral water is particularly well known in those countries which
were part of the former Soviet Union. Because of the healing properties of the
area's mineral springs, it is a frequent destination for people with health
problems. Borjomi is also home to the most extensive ecologically-themed
amusement park in the Caucasus.
Tskaltubo is a spa resort in west-central Georgia. It is the main town of
the Tskaltubo district of the Imereti province. It is famous for its radoncarbonate mineral springs, whose natural temperature of 33–35°C enables the
water to be used without preliminary heating. The resort's focus is
on balneotherapy for circulatory, nervous, muscular-skeletal, gynecological
and skin diseases. Tskaltubo was especially popular in the Soviet era,
attracting around 125,000 visitors a year. Currently the spa receives only
some 700 visitors a year and, since 1993, many of the sanatorium complexes
have been converted to housing. The government is currently funding plans
for the reconstruction of Tskaltubo spa resort.
The number of hotel guests in destination hotels has been growing over the
years. The only decline, as in the rest of Georgia, was in 2008. The biggest
increase was in 2010 (98%).
The total number of accommodation units, rooms and beds supplied by
destination hotels are 135, 1686 and 3,784 with growth rates of 8%, 11% and
12% respectively. Rixos Hotel in Borjomi started operating in January 2015.
Apart from that Radisson in Tsinandali will open in 2016 and Tsinandali will
become destination city.
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Occupancy rate in destination hotels 2014
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The leading destination, by ADR, is Kvareli (100USD), but by occupancy rate
the leader is Stepantsminda (70%)
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Sighnaghi

Kutaisi, Rustavi and Poti are considered to form the Regional Business
Destination segment in Georgia, attracting around 11% of national tourism.
Kutaisi is Georgia's second largest city, legislative capital and the capital of the
western region of Imereti. It is 221 kilometres (137 miles) west of Tbilisi. The
landmark of the city is Bagrati Cathedral, built by Bagrat III, King of Georgia in
the early 11th century. The Gelati Monastery, a few km east of the city,
is UNESCO World Heritage site. Besides the churches, there are many
interesting places in Kutaisi, such as: Sataplia Cave, where one can observe
footprints of dinosaurs and Geguti Palace, which was one of the residences of
Georgian monarchs. David the Builder Kutaisi International Airport has been
operating since 2012. WizzAir with cheap flights flies from the airport to five
destinations.
Rustavi is a city in the southeast of Georgia, in the province of Kvemo Kartli,
situated 25 km southeast of the capital Tbilisi. It has a population of 122,900
as of the 1st January of 2014. The economy of the city is mainly dominated by
the Rustavi Metallurgical and Nitrogen factories. Several years ago, the
country’s main car market was transferred from Tbilisi to Rustavi and several
administration buildings were constructed at the same place. Rustavi became
the only location for Tbilisi and its catchment area to obtain a driving license.
Poti is a port city in Georgia, located on the eastern Black Sea coast in
the region of Samegrelo-Zemo Svaneti in the west of the country. Built near
the site of the ancient Greek colony of Phasis and deriving its name from the
same, the city has become a major port, city and industrial center since the
early 20th century. It is also home to a main naval base and the headquarters
of the Georgian navy. Adjacent to the Poti port area is the Free Industrial
Zone, inaugurated in April 2008.
The number of hotel guests in Regional Business Destinations has been
growing through 2009 to 2012, but in 2013 it has declined by 23%. The
biggest increase was in 2010 (109%). The share of business travellers peaked
in 2010, reaching 81%, then it declined to 53% and 50% in 2011 an 2012
respectively but in 2013 the share of business travellers increased again to
58%.
The total number of accommodation units supplied is 84, it has grown 33%
since last year. The total number of rooms and beds supplied is 978 and 2,044
respectively. Supply of rooms in Kutaisi, Poti and Rustavi is distributed by
proportion of 43%, 38% and 19% respectively.
The leading city by ADR is Kutaisi (56.5USD) and leader by occupancy rate is
Poti (62%).

Demand: Number of hotel guests
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Regional Business Destination Hotel Market
Overview
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Poti

Rustavi

Batumi, Georgia

Conclusions and Outlook
Although the tourism boom in Georgia is levelling out, four years of
demand growth outstripping supply growth by a wide margin has left
the market with ample development and investment opportunities.
During recent years, supply has increased at around a third of the
demand growth rate, causing a widening supply-demand gap,
strongly increasing occupancy rates and relatively high room rates.
As a result, international brand operators already present in the
market are expanding and new players are preparing to enter.
From 2003 to 2013 the number of international visitor arrivals to
Georgia has grown at an average annual rate of 35% from 300,000
to 5.4 million. Although growth is slowing down, it is anticipated that
total international visitor arrivals will reach 6 million in 2015.

Thanks to strong demand growth, an increasing number of
international hotel brands are expanding (like Radisson, Marriot, and
Sheraton) or entering (such as Hilton, Rixos and Best Western).
Outside the core markets of Tbilisi and Batumi, modern supply hardly
exists in Georgia, resulting in a variety of interesting regional
opportunities. Tskaltubo Spa Resort in western Georgia is one of the
investment projects offered by the government, along with many
hotel development projects across the entire country. Recent
success stories, such as Lopota Resort in the Kakheti region and
Rooms Hotel in Kazbegi, provide evidence of the significant potential
across the country for resort-type and vacation park developments.
Georgia’s stunning landscape features and largely unspoiled natural
environment offer ideal conditions for these types of retreats.
Mountain resort towns such as Gudauri and Bakuriani are in an early
stage of development and offer ample opportunities for international
investors and branded operators.
Georgia has the ambition to become a tourism hub and the
government is actively working on development of tourism
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infrastructure as well as the diversification of existing services and
the promotion of new initiatives (such as the stimulation of MICE
tourism). In 2015, Georgia will host the Youth Olympic Games, the
UEFA Super Cup final and the EBRD annual meeting, which involves
participation of over 1,500 international guests. It is expected that the
recent signing of the EU Association Agreement will stimulate further
growth of MICE-tourism in Georgia.
For years to come, the tourism market will continue to present some
of the best prospects for investment. Improving political stability and
business climate, coupled with relatively low development costs and
an increasingly supportive government, have made Georgia a true
gem among international tourism investment destinations.

Georgia is being promoted in foreign countries, which increases
number of visitors. Apart from promotion tourist entities receive tax
exemptions and tax privilege. Casino permit is free in the event the
Casino is opened in the recently built hotels in Batumi, Kobuleti and
Khelvachauri Municipality (with regard the hotels having no less than
100 rooms), in the villages Anaklia and Ganmukhuri in recently built
hotels having no less than 80 (eighty) rooms. The permit is free
within the 10 years upon it is awarded. The hotels are considered as
a recently built within 3 (three) years after the completion of
construction works is officially certified by the State
Authorities. Hotels built in Free Tourist Zone are exempted from
profit tax until 2026.
Increased number of charter flights will increase number of tourists
significantly, this will increase demand and occupancy rates, so
charter flights should be stimulated by Georgian Government.

Appendix 1
Typical Lease Terms, Registration of Property,
Construction Permits
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Typical Lease Terms
Office lease contracts for one year and more period in
Georgia should be registered in National Agency of Public
Registry.

As usual international tenants have three years and longer
term contracts and lease contract period for local companies
varies between one to three years.

Typical lease terms in Georgia are based on fixed amount
per sqm.

The average brokerage fee for renting the property varies
between 10%-15% of the first year’s rent, depending on the
lease term.

Registration of Property
In Georgia, the National Agency of Public Registry is the
state institution responsible for registration of property,
registering both transfers between private entities and stateowned properties.
In case of private transfer, the purchaser has two options:
•

•
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Via a notary – contract drafting and legalization by the
notary and subsequent registration. The notary assumes
responsibility for the content of the draft and its
legalization. The presence of a translator and his
signature on the bilingual purchase document is required
and the translator assumes responsibility for the
authenticity of texts. Time for preparation of the bilingual
document and its legalization varies depending on the
notary
Via the National Agency of Public Registry – direct
submission of the purchase contract for legalization and
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registration. In this case, the bilingual purchase document
is to be drafted directly by both parties or by their
authorized representatives. The Agency’s representative
certifies the signatures and may provide
recommendations if the document is not accurately
drafted, but does not carry any responsibility for the
validity or its content.
The National Agency of Public Registry is represented in: a)
Public Services Halls (Tbilisi, Gori, Kutaisi, Batumi, Ozurgeti,
Mestia, Zugdidi, Rustavi, Marneuli, Gurjaani, Telavi, Kvareli
and Akhaltsikhe) and b) regional departments of the National
Agency of Public Registry (located in cities throughout the
country).
In case the property is purchased from the state/municipality
(privatization, auction or other form of purchase) the
documents should be submitted directly to the Agency.

Construction Permits
For the purposes of construction, buildings are divided into 5
types:
1st class buildings – no construction permit is required;
2nd class buildings – buildings with low risk factors;
3rd class buildings - buildings with medium risk factors;

4th class buildings - buildings with high risk factors,
5th class buildings – buildings with very high risk factors.
The permit issuance process is divided into 3 stages:
Stage I – Statement of urban construction terms

Ordinary terms per each stage (working days):
Stage I
12 days for II and III class buildings
15 days for all IV class buildings, for Gudauri,
Bakuriani, Bakhmaro, Ureki recreation territories and
for special regulatory zones on the territory of Borjomi
(excluding V class buildings), also for all buildings that
require ecological expertise
30 days for V class buildings
Stage II

Stage II – Approval of architectural-construction project

18 days for II and III class buildings

Stage III – Issuance of Construction Permit

20 days for all IV class buildings, for Gudauri,
Bakuriani, Bakhmaro, Ureki recreation territories and
for special regulatory zones on the territory of Borjomi
(excluding V class buildings), also for all buildings that
require ecological expertise and for V class buildings

State organs responsible for the issuance of permits:
Local self-governmental (municipal) organs – for II, III
class buildings within the municipal territory (at stages I
and II) except from Gudauri, Bakuriani, Bakhmaro, Ureki
recreation territories and for special regulatory zones on
the territory of Borjomi.
Local self-governmental (municipal) organs – for IV
class buildings (at stages I and II) with the participation of
corresponding state organs
Local self-governmental (municipal) organs – for II, III
and IV class buildings (at III stage) independently
(including Gudauri, Bakuriani, Bakhmaro, Ureki recreation
territories and for special regulatory zones on the territory
of Borjomi)
Tbilisi City Hall - for II, III and IV class buildings in Tbilisi
Municipality (at all stages) independently
Corresponding local organs of Adjara Autonomous
Republic and Abkhazia Autonomous Republic - for II,
III and IV class (at all stages) on the territory of the
Autonomous Republics

Local self-governmental (municipal) organs – II, III and
IV class buildings (at stages I and II) for Gudauri,
Bakuriani, Bakhmaro, Ureki recreation territories and for
special regulatory zones on the territory of Borjomi – with
the participation of the Ministry of Economy and
Sustainable Development.
Ministry of Economy and Sustainable Development –
for V class buildings

Stage III
5 days for II, III and IV class buildings

10 days for V class buildings
Exceptions:
The special terms for permission process:
Construction permits concerning:
III class buildings with an intensity coefficient up to
1500 sq.m and for buildings with a height of up to the
14 meters that will be located on the territories where
urbanization regulatory plans do not exist and are
organized according to land use or which are organized
according to the perspective development regulatory
plans on the territory of Tbilisi – the permission process
may involve II and III stages only
The simplified permit procedure may involve just 2 stages and
the permit is issued in the second stage.
The terms for the simplified procedure are as follows:
Stage I – 12 days for II and III class buildings
15 days for all IV class buildings, for Gudauri,
Bakuriani, Bakhmaro, Ureki recreation territories and
for special regulatory zones on the territory of Borjomi
(including V class buildings), also for all buildings that
require ecological expertise.
Stage II (issue of permit) – 20 days for all classes
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Appendix 2
Primary Information Sources, Data Used for the Study
Definition and Assumptions
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Primary Information Sources, Data Used for The Study Definition and Assumptions
In the process of preparing the survey, we were guided by the
information provided by hotel managers, governmental
institutions/agencies (Georgian National Tourism Agency, National
Statistics Office of Georgia, National Bank of Georgia, Ministry of
Economy and Sustainable Development of Georgia, Tbilisi City Hall,
Batumi Tourism Department). Materials from various Georgian and
foreign publications have also been used, such as, www.gnta.ge,
www.geostat.ge, www.colliers.com. In addition, we developed
conclusions and recommendations based upon our own local market
knowledge and insight.
Definition and Assumptions
DCFTA: Deep and Comprehensive Free Trade Agreement
FDI: Foreign Direct Investment
IMF: International Monetary Fund
GDP: Gross Domestic Product
MICE: Meetings, Incentives, Conferencing, Exhibitions
sqm: Square metre
USD: The United States Dollar
VAT: Value added tax
ADR/ARR (Average Daily Rate/Average Room Rate) : Calculated by
dividing revenues by the number of rooms sold.
AGOP (Adjusted Gross Operating Profit) : Adjusted Gross Operating
Profit is defined as total revenue less all departmental expenses and
undistributed expenses and additional fees including management
fees. Typically used as the basis for an incentive management fee.
Bed nights - Quantifies the number of guests resident in the hotel.
Capitalization Rate: The overall capitalization rate is used in the
direct capitalization method to convert a single year income into a
value. In the DCF method the cap rate equals the discount rate plus
or minus a factor for anticipated growth and is used to calculate the
value of the future stable income stream after year 10.
Departmental Expenses: Departmental Expenses relates to costs
incurred in each revenue generating department.
Discounted Cash flow (DCF): A DCF is a projection of expected
future earnings over a period of time (usually 10 years) to reflect what
the expected cash flow would be and is in inflated values. A DCF
valuation involves the capitalization of the 10 year income stream
discounted back to the valuation date using capitalization and
discount rates relevant to the market at the date of the valuation and
thus reflects the time value of money and the realistic return
expectations of the purchaser.
DOP (Departmental Operating Profit): Total departmental revenue
less cost of sales, payroll costs and direct operating expenses.
Double Occupancy: Double occupancy describes a double or twin
room that is occupied by two people as opposed to single occupancy
in which case one person occupies a double or twin room.
Double Occupancy Factor: A measurement to denote the incidence
of two people occupying double or twin room. A double occupancy
factor of 1.2 denotes that 20 per cent of the time two people share
the room.
EBITDA(R) Earnings Before Interest Tax Depreciation Amortization
(and Rent): Total revenue less all departmental expenses,
undistributed expenses (and management fees if they apply) and
fixed costs but before deductions for interest, tax, depreciation,
amortization (and rent if it is applicable).
FF&E - Fixtures, Fittings and Equipment: FF&E are movable fixtures,
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fittings or other equipment that have no permanent connection to the
structure of a building or utilities including chairs, tables, beds,
wardrobes etc.
GOP (Gross Operating Profit): Gross Operating Profit is defined as
total revenue less all departmental expenses and undistributed
expenses (and management fees if they apply). Also referred to as
IBFC (Income before Fixed Costs).
Management Fees: Management Fees are fees charged by an
organization managing a property for management services and
supervision of the property. Typically made up of a base fee and an
incentive fee.
NOI (Net Operating Income): Incomes after operating expenses have
been deducted but before income taxes and interest are deducted
(same as EBITDA).
Operating Margin: GOP (Gross Operating Profit) divided by total
revenue
PAR (Per Available Room): Revenue and expenses are often
expressed as amounts per number of rooms available to let.
POR (Per Occupied Room): Revenue and expenses are often
expressed as amounts per room occupied.
Profitability Index:NOI (Net Operating Income) or EBITDA (Earnings
Before Interest Tax Depreciation Amortization) divided by total
revenue.
Rack Rate: The standard price of a hotel room before any
discounting has taken place and is often a statement of position in
the market.
RFF&E (Replacement Reserve FF&E): A fund; typically a percentage
of total revenue, put aside to replace FF&E.
RevPAR (Revenue per Available Room (or Room Yield)): Calculated
by dividing rooms revenue by rooms available for sale in the same
period.
Room Occupancy : Calculated by dividing the number of room nights
sold during a period by the total number of rooms available in the
same period.
Room nights: Describes the number of rooms that are occupied in a
hotel, regardless of the number of people staying in the room.
UOE (Undistributed (Operating) Expenses): This classification is
used for administrative and general expenses, marketing expenses,
energy costs, and property operation and maintenance expenses.
Correctness of the information: The information used in the survey is
objective and Colliers believes that the report reflects current
conditions in the Georgian Hotel market. However, Colliers cannot
guarantee the accuracy of third party data referenced in the report
and cannot be held responsible for that element. “Colliers
International Georgia” is not responsible for possible consequences
of any actions taken by the consumer/reader of the given survey.
Occupancy rate: During the information retrieval process several
hotel managers (owners) did not wish to provide any information
about occupancy. In these cases, the occupancy rate was
determined by observing similar sized and type hotels (where we had
information) and their respective occupancy rates.
Negotiation adjustment rate: Rack hotel room rates are higher than
average daily rates. This means that many rates are individually
suggested to customers. The amount of discount differs according to
the hotel type and management. After interviewing hotel managers it
was determined that the adjusted rate for International Brand hotels
was, on average, 35%, with a 20% discount from the rack rate for all
other hotel classes in Tbilisi. Our determination of ADR takes into
account the above mentioned discounts.

Disclaimer

This document has been prepared by Colliers International for
general information only. Colliers International makes no
guarantees, representations or warranties of any kind, expressed
or implied, regarding the information including, but not limited to,
warranties of content, accuracy and reliability. Any interested party
should undertake their own inquiries as to the accuracy of the
information. Colliers International excludes unequivocally all
inferred or implied terms, conditions and warranties arising out of
this document and excludes all liability for loss and damages
arising there from. This publication is the copyrighted property of
Colliers International and/or its licensor(s). ©2014. All rights
reserved.
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CONTACT DETAILS

DIR +995 32 222 4477
37/39 Kostava Street
Grato Business Center
0179 Tbilisi Georgia

www.colliers.com/georgia

All information, analysis and recommendations made for clients by Colliers International are
made in good faith and represent its professional judgment on the basis of information obtained
from the client and elsewhere during the course of the assignment. However, since the
achievement of recommendations, forecasts and valuations depend on factors outside Colliers
International’s control, no statement made by Colliers International may be deemed in any
circumstances to be a representation, undertaking or warranty, and Colliers International
cannot accept any liability should such statements prove to be inaccurate or based on incorrect
premises. In particular, and without limiting the generality of the foregoing, any projections,
financial and otherwise, in this report are intended only to illustrate particular points of argument
and do not constitute forecasts of actual performance.
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About Colliers International
Colliers International is a global leader in commercial real estate services, with over
13,500 professionals operating out of more than 482 offices in 62 countries. A
subsidiary of FirstService Corporation, Colliers International delivers a full range of
services to real estate users, owners and investors worldwide, including global
corporate solutions, brokerage, property and asset management, hotel investment
sales and consulting, valuation, consulting and appraisal services, mortgage banking
and insightful research. The latest annual survey by the Lipsey Company ranked
Colliers International as the second-most recognized commercial real estate firm in the
world.
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